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NAPLAN Language Conventions Year 7 2012 

Quick Answers 

1. funniest  

2. possible  

3. breakfast  

4. stitch  

5. measure  

6. proceed  

7. sustain  

8. cylinder  

9. precision  

10. patients  

11. volunteer  

12. outrageous  

13. eclipsed  

14. adequate  

15. local  

16. habitat  

17. damaged  

18. discussed  

19. crystal  

20. instrument  

21. evaluation  

22. gases  

23. valuable  
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24. evaporate  

25. aquatic  

26. successful  

27. mountaineer  

28. drastically  

29. guarantee  

30. twelfth  

31. I  

32. might go  

33. for  

34. forgotten  

35. she missed the bus.  

36. When I saw the crowd I was nervous?  

37. The Emma Maersk is classified as a ULCA (Ultra Large Container Vessel). It is 397 metres long and, 

when launched in 2006, was the largest ship in the world. (option 2)  

38. its  

39. them  

40. At first  

41. saw  

42. is Jane coming  

43. are Do  

44. Betty mixed the milk and eggs, added the flour, folded it carefully through the batter and poured it 

all into the cake tin. (option 2)  

45. Bill grumbled that he was tired of waiting and said to Mum, “When is the parade going to start?” 

(option 1)  

46. Paul’s phone was lost at school.  
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47. rainforests.  

48. Joe, who usually amazed everyone with his punctuality, was unaccountably late for his important 

appointment. (option 1)  

49. Yesterday, Mr Evans asked us to bring an old shirt to wear when we paint. (option 4)  

50. Two years later, John returned from Charleville and started university.  

51. bread  

52. A soccer ball is round in shape.  

53. A new 100 m breaststroke record was set by Australian swimmer Leisel Jones at the Beijing Olympic 

Games. (option 1)  

54. Lee conducted his science experiment confidently.  

55. “My favourite game,” said Liam, “is Minecraft.” (option 4)  

56. The pottery dish was fired in the kiln.  

57. cleverness  

58. The racquets for the tennis match are in the locker. 


